Speed Up Your Invoice Processing

Concur Invoice® improves your invoice processes and eliminates piles of paper, but
that’s only part of the story. SAP® Concur® offers a complete spend management
platform that provides a single, powerful end-to-end solution for preapproval and
ongoing management of your invoices, expenses and other spending. Concur Invoice
gives you actionable insight on your organisation’s spend before, during, and after it
occurs. Finally, your staff can stay on top of payment due dates and supplier invoices
get processed promptly. Easy-to-use reports and dashboards also help you identify
opportunities to better manage your bottom line.

Concur Invoice is a cloudbased tool available 24x7 that
your people will actually use.
It’s easy to understand, makes
the spender’s part of the
process easier to capture –

giving your organisation better
visibility into your actual spend.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF END-TO-END ACCOUNTS PAYABLE MANAGEMENT

GET A HANDLE ON THE
NUMBERS. ALL OF THEM.
Consolidate spend from
invoices, travel and other
expenses to give you forwardlooking, actionable insight
as it happens.

TURN PAPER PILES INTO
PREDICTABLE CASH FLOW.
Efficiently manage your spend—
from authorisation to supplier
payment—empowering your
team to more accurately predict
and manage cash flow.
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GROW YOUR BUSINESS
WITHOUT SCALING STAFF.
Robust workflow puts power
in the hands of buyers and
approvers, freeing employees
to focus on what matters most.

Complete Spend Management on Your Terms
Concur Invoice is more than just automation. When leveraging the full SAP Concur
platform, the user experience is consistent throughout and will help your
organisation gain control over your spending—from the initial purchase request
and invoice capture all the way through to vendor payment.
SPEED PURCHASES, BUT
KEEP CONTROL
Give employees a simple,
intuitive way to request purchases.
Requests are validated against
corporate purchasing policies
and routed for approval. Once
approved, a purchase order can be
generated and sent to the supplier.

KEEP ALL OF YOUR APPROVERS
CONNECTED WHILE ON THE GO
Review and approve invoices
whenever and wherever necessary
via a mobile app designed
specifically for iPhone, iPad, and
Android devices, ensuring they are
queued for payment as timely as
possible, even when budget owners
are on the go.

KEEP APPROVALS CONTROLLED
AND MOVING
Robust workflow options allow for
several levels of approval, complex
coding and allocations across
departments. And new suppliers
can be added while the invoice
progresses through the approval
cycle to keep the process moving.

BETTER MANAGE YOUR MONEY
Pre-defined reports, dashboards
and key metrics help you and your
team analyse your invoice
processes and identify
opportunities to negotiate better
deals with top vendors. Full visibility
allows you to pinpoint problem
areas to more effectively manage
your company’s cash position.

QUICK, FLEXIBLE
INVOICE CAPTURE
Capture invoices in the method right
for your business including accepting
e-invoices, using OCR technology to
save your staff time when adding
paper invoices, or outsourcing all the
work of handling paper invoices
entirely to SAP Concur.
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ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® solutions take companies of all
sizes and stages beyond automation to a
completely connected spend management
solution encompassing travel, expense, invoice,
compliance, and risk. For more than 20 years,
these leading, innovative solutions have kept
customers a step ahead by delivering timesaving tools, connected spending data, and a
dynamic ecosystem of diverse partners and apps.
User-friendly and business-ready, SAP Concur
solutions unlock powerful insights that help
businesses reduce complexity and see spending
clearly, so they can manage it proactively.
For more information, visit concur.co.uk.
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Learn more at concur.co.uk
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